Bottle Rocket Cabaret is all of the spark of the hottest pyrotechnic show with none of the danger! Award
winning, long standing fan favorites Jamie-Sue Seal and John Latini bring a dynamic show to every
audience and are brought back time and again by venues who are wowed their infectious stage presence,
incomparable musicianship, spot on comedic timing and their unmatched chemistry.
Jamie-Sue Seal, with years of performance, a degree in dance, certified in arts management, a long history
steeped in the songwriting community of Nashville, owns every stage she steps on. With 10 years of vocal
and piano training, she is a dynamic performer with outstanding vocal capabilities and is nothing short of
a firecracker when the stage lights come on. Engaging, she holds her audiences in the palm of her hand to
the last moments of every show with uncompromised renditions of songs that are long remembered.
With a love of music that crosses many genres she was accepted into the University of Michigan’s
prestigious Jazz intensive study summer program “Art of the Duo Piano / Vocals “ in 2017 and has
recently released her newest and stellar CD to anxious fans, “The Post-Victorian Woman’s Guide To
Reckless Flirtations.”
John Latini, 3-time Detroit Blues Champion, is riding the wave from his last release and 5th Cd, his first
full length blues recording “The Blues Just Makes Me Feel Good”. Within 10 days of its release to radio, it
was included in Goldmine Music Magazine's Cool Rootsy Releases of 2016 and garnered 41 shining
reviews including one in No Depression Magazine. Debuting at #12 on the RMR Top 50 Blues Albums
Chart, #5 on the Top 50 Contemporary Blues Chart and # 1 on the Michigan All-Genre Chart the same
week, it remained on the Top 50 Blues Chart for 7 months in 2017 and took the #23 spot on RMR's Top
200 Contemporary Blues Albums of 2017. And as good as that is, he is dynamite live on stage.
Bottle Rocket Cabaret is a hit out of the park every time, with shows that bring award winning originals,
Blues, Americana, Roots Rock, Jazz and well-loved standards to audiences everywhere with a cabaret
flair! There is a Bottle Rocket Cabaret Show for every season, from Christmas to “The Un-Valentines
Show”. “A Night at the Firefly” to “Hillbilly Endorsed & Hippie Approved” and capping it with an amazing
outreach and community concert program “Your Town On Stage”.
Nothing but “oooos and ahhhs” and a whole lot of fun, when Bottle Rocket Cabaret lights up the stage!
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